
The Charles River Wealth Hub 
consolidates communications with 
multiple sponsors. All updates are 
communicated through a single, 
web-based interface that saves time and 
reduces errors for wealth managers. 

Asset management firms face ongoing pressure to  increase productivity and 
improve decision support while pursuing growth strategies such as asset diversification 
and product line expansion. For wealth managers, these challenges are further driven by the 
increased role of the financial advisor, the growth of multi-strategy accounts, and the use of 
manager models.

Due to a lack of industry standards for exchanging critical information with sponsors in 
a timely manner, firms find themselves saddled with numerous products and manual 
processes for communicating model updates, trades/allocations, and intra-day account 
instructions. Systems must be individually managed and updated, and many utilize 
older, inflexible technology.  Staff spend significant time on error-prone processes and 
duplicative data entry in order to stay in sync with sponsors.

The Charles River Wealth Hub enables wealth managers to automate and streamline 
communication with sponsors. Rather than relying on email and learning multiple user 
interfaces to upload information separately into each sponsor’s platform, managers access 
a single dashboard for all communications, where they can securely distribute account and 
model updates to all applicable sponsors in a single click.  Available as part of Charles River’s 
hosted enterprise solution with support for non-Charles River sponsors & managers, the 
Charles River Wealth Hub helps asset managers with broader distribution of their products.  

Charles River Wealth Hub
A Single Interface for Communicating with Sponsors

Key Benefits
• Improve sponsor communication

• Automate manual processes

• Reduce duplicate data entry

• Facilitate platform independence 
& consolidation

• Improve accuracy & reduce cost
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Key capabilities include:

• Web-based communications with 
sponsors replace email exchanges – 
more reliable, auditable transmission
of data

• Intra-day notification of model 
changes and account instructions –
increases timeliness of data

• Ability to receive positions from sponsors
and transmit trades – saves time

• Single interface with automated, 
exception-driven workflows – improves
accuracy and reduces errors

• Ability to consolidate trades across 
sponsors & products – increases efficiency

About Charles River
Charles River serves more than 350 investment firms in 44 countries in the institutional asset and 
fund management, private wealth, alternative investments, insurance, banking and pension 
markets.  www.crd.com

Charles River Development reserves the right to change plans, priorities and future enhancements at 
any time without notice. (January 2016)


